One of the cornerstone principles of deep models is their abstraction capacity, i.e. their ability to learn ab stract concepts from 'simpler' ones. Through extensive ex periments, we characterize the nature of the relationship between abstract concepts (specifically objects in images) learned by popular and high peiforming convolutional net works (conv-nets) and established mid-level representations used in computer vision (specifically semantic visual at tributes). We focus on attributes due to their impact on several applications, such as object description, retrieval and mining, and active (and zero-shot) learning. Among the findings we uncover, we show empirical evidence of the exis tence of Attribute Centric Nodes (ACNs) within a conv-net, which is trained to recognize objects (not attributes) in im ages. These special conv-net nodes (1) collectively encode information pertinent to visual attribute representation and discrimination, (2) are unevenly and sparsely distribution across all layers of the conv-net, and (3) play an important role in conv-net based object recognition.
Introduction
The seminal work of Krizhevsky et al. [9] that trained a large conv-net for image-level object recognition on the Im ageNet challenge is considered a major stepping stone for subsequent work in conv-net based visual recognition. Such a network is able to automatically learn a hierarchy of non linear features that richly describe image content as well as discriminate between object classes. Indeed, the excellent performance of such a network on this large-scale recogni tion task raises the question of whether intuitive and hand crafted features such as SI FT and HOG can be replaced by conv-net features. In fact, recent work [2, 18] interpret. Despite their excellent recognition performance, understanding and interpreting the inner workings of conv nets remains mostly elusive to the community. It is this lack of deep understanding that is currently motivating re searchers to look under the hood and comprehend how and why these deep networks work so well in practice.
In very recent work [1, 23] , the activations of a conv-net are put in the lime light and many interesting observations are made. For example, using a deconv-net, these activa tions can be visually analyzed now and different parts of the conv-net can be probed to measure their impact on overall recognition. Analysing the properties of these activations has shed light on better and more efficient strategies to pre train, fine-tune, and design a conv-net. Inspired by these observations, this paper takes another step in a similar di rection, namely understanding how the inner workings of a conv-net that is trained for a high-level recognition task (ob ject recognition) relate to intuitive and conventional mid level representations in computer vision literature.
Despite the insights of recent work, it is still unclear how visual content is represented within the activations of a conv-net. Simply put, a conv-net trained to classify objects in images can be viewed as a deep learning machine that Figure 2 . In this work, we empirically show that a sparse number of nodes in a conv-net, trained to recognize objects (e.g. 'dolphin'), inherently encode information about semantic visual attributes (e.g. 'wet'). We call these activation locations Attribute Centric Nodes (ACNs), which can be discovered by solving an 1\ minimization problem (J-t-LASSO).
finds the appropriate mapping between input (raw pixel in tensities) and output (object labels) layers. It is conceivable to ask here whether this mapping makes use of a mid-level representation for objects, similar in spirit to how the human visual system functions. In fact, the empirically validated and general purposefulness of conv-net activations across different visual recognition tasks [18, 2] suggest that such a shared mid-level representation of the visual world is being automatically learned. More importantly, it is worthwhile to investigate whether this learned mid-level representation is related to (if at all) intuitive mid-level representations (e.g. parts' [4] , mid-level patches [20] , and visual attributes [3] ) innovated by the community before conv-nets were popu larized. Since addressing these queries in their entirety is beyond the scope of this paper, we focus on studying the re lationship between a conv-net trained to recognize objects in images and object-level visual attributes. This can help us realize, for example, whether a conv-net trained to rec ognize a 'dog' inherently learns what 'fluffy' means without prior knowledge of the attribute.
Main Findings: In this work, we hypothesize that a sparse number of nodes in a deep conv-net trained for image-level object recognition on ImageNet can reliably predict absolute visual attributes [3] . Through rigorous ex perimentation, we uncover the following aspects of the re lationship between such a conv-net and visual attributes.
(1) Visual attributes can be predicted reliably using a sparse number of nodes from the conv-net. This suggests that the 1 The relationship between cony-nets and the deformable parts model (DPM) has been recently studied in [6] .
conv-net can indirectly learn attribute concepts, even though it is trained to recognize objects, as depicted in Figure 1 . and 'black'l'brown') share ACNs.
(3) The recognition accuracy of ImageNet objects is signifi cantly reduced when ACNs of all attributes are ablated from the conv-net, significantly more so, than when an equal number of randomly sampled nodes are ablated. This sug gests that conv-nets actually make use of learned attribute representations (through ACNs) to recognize objects in im ages. Interestingly, ablating ACNs corresponding to a spe cific set of attributes (e.g. 'furry', 'black', and 'brown') has the most effect on object classes that are described by these attributes (e.g. 'retriever' and 'gazelle') and the least effect on classes that are not (e.g. 'bathtub' and 'chain').
Related work
Visual Attributes: They identify mid-level concepts use ful for describing semantic entities like objects, scenes, ac tivities, etc. The seminal works of Farhadi et al. [3] and Lampert et at. [10] show the advantages of expanding the typical recognition problem of entities to recognizing vi sual attributes in images. Attributes have been shown to be useful in describing known and unknown entities, detect-ing atypical entities, learning models of unseen object cat egories from textual descriptions (zero-shot learning) and improving the recognition performance of entities (e.g. ob jects and scenes) in certain scenarios [3, 22] . Unlike these binary attributes, other work focuses on the merits of rela tive attributes [13] , which mine pairwise relationships be tween attributes of different images. In this paper, we focus on object-level binary attributes and study their relationship with activations of a conv-net trained to recognize objects.
Understanding Cony-Nets: A conv-net is a special type of multi-layer neural network that uses a convolutional op erator to combine activations from previous layers. Since the topic of deep learning using conv-nets is rich in the lit erature, we refer the reader to the seminal work of [11] and a recent survey [17] for a more detailed discussion. The most successful conv-net architectures are trained with backprop agation and used recently developed regularization tech niques [9, 23] . Although these models have been shown to learn a richer and more discriminative feature mapping than hand-crafted conventional features across various vi sion tasks [5, 2, 8] , it remains unclear what types of visual features are learned in the pool of their hidden layers. This lack of understanding has encouraged the community to go beyond a 'black-box' view of conv-nets and seek deeper insight into their inner workings. In this spirit, Simonyan et at. [19] address the problem of finding images that acti vate specific nodes in the conv-net. This network probing scheme is useful for visualizing and diagnosing different parts of the conv-net's layers. Motivated by the same goal, recent work in [23] proposes a new scheme to visualize acti vations based on deconv-nets. Agrawal et at. [1] study sev eral properties of conv-net activations to make conv-net de sign and training more intuitive and accessible for the com munity. One interesting finding is the existence of "grand mother cells" for a limited set of object classes.
Inspired by previous work that focuses on visualizing and probing a conv-net for a particular recognition task, we focus on studying the aspects of the relationship between a pre-trained conv-net and one popular mid-level representa tion (visual attributes). Specifically, we investigate the at tribute prediction power of this conv-net, the localized en coding of attributes throughout the network, and the impact of encoded attribute concepts on object recognition. We hope our work encourages researchers to investigate this re lationship for other forms of mid-level representations.
Approach
In this paper, we consider a conv-net that is pre-trained to recognize objects in images. This training is done on the ImageNet2012 challenge with 1000 object classes us ing a popularized conv-net architecture, whose specific de tails are discussed later in Section 3.1. As depicted in the top part of Figure 2 , an input image can be fed forward through this conv-net to produce a soft-max prediction vec-. 1 1 ( .
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in our case). This manifestation of the conv-net comprises 5 convolutional layers denoted convl-conv5, two fully con nected (multi-layer perceptrons) layers denoted fe6-fc7, and an output layer denoted fe8. The activations of the conv-net at each of its layers can be viewed as a nonlinear mapping of the image into a higher-dimensional feature space. In fact, features from layers fc6-fe8 have been used in previ ous work to train a discriminative model for various other visual tasks [18] .
Since this work focuses on uncovering properties that de scribe the relationship between the inner workings of the conv-net and binary visual attributes, we model an input image using all m activations in the network. In our ex periments, m � 660K. As such, the ilh image in a dataset is represented as a high-dimensional vector Xi E IRm . 
Learning these parameters can be formulated as solving the optimization problem in Eq (1), where f (a, b) defines a loss function between a and b .
This conventional formulation for learning parameters is general, since the loss function f and regularizer g can take on various forms. To simplify the optimization at such a large scale, we use an £ 2 squared loss:
in this paper. Other losses (e.g. hinge loss) can be used without loss of generality. As for the regularizer, we model 2% of the conv-net nodes), the AUC-ROC score stabilizes, which is evidence that ACNs are truly sparse in the conv-net.
could be a complete layer in the conv-net or parts of it.
Also, as we will see from our experimental results, a spec tral regularizer e.g. a quadratic graph Laplacian term of the form trace(WAWT), can be incorporated to mine correla tions between attribute parameters. Putting all these terms together, we resort to solving Eq (2).
Here, we take (2) is the matrix form for the popu lar J.L-LASSO problem that can be efficiently solved (espe cially at large-scales) using the spectral gradient-projection (SPG) method [21] . Following common practice, we pre normalize the rows of X to unit norm. To describe the size of this problem, the activation matrix X in our experiments requires more than 40GB to load into RAM memory. After solving Eq (2), the non-zero elements (up to a small thresh old) ofw; (its sparse support) localize the ACNs of attribute j in the conv-net (refer to Figure 2) . In what follows, we perform extensive experiments to uncover the properties of W*, specifically in regards to its ability to predict attributes in images, the distribution of ACNs across conv-net layers, and the effect of ACNs on object recognition.
Experiments and Discussion

Experimental Setup
We conduct three different experiments in order to vali date whether and where information about visual attributes is inherently encoded in a conv-net trained to recognize ob jects and the relationship of this encoding (through ACNs) with the task of object recognition.
Implementations details: To test our hypotheses, we need a large-scale dataset that contains images with both object and attribute labels. We choose the ImageNet dataset for this purpose. A subset of ImageNet (denoted the ImageNet Attribute dataset [16] ) comprises 9600 images labeled with 25 binary attributes.
As for the object recognition conv-net, we use the pop ular Alex-net architecture depicted in Figure 2 . To enable the reproducibility of our results, we use the publicly avail able Caffe model [7] . This network has 5 convolutional lay For each attribute, we plot the normalized £1 magnitude of each layer, scaled inversely proportional to its number of nodes. On average, the top layers of the conv-net tend to contribute more than the bottom ones.
converge using a reasonable stopping criterion. Of course, the larger J.l is, the longer the runtime.
Does a conv-net indirectly learn attributes?
Attribute Reconstruction: We are interested in testing our attributes, for each value of J.l. We report these results in Figure 3 , which also plots the average percentage of ACNs selected within the conv-net. It is obvious that only a small percentage of the nodes in the conv-net (ACNs) is required to reliably encode attributes, at a high AUC-ROC value. In terestingly, even at J.l = 10 (i.e. using 3K nodes out of the total 660K), the AUC-ROC is still quite high at 51 % (for all 25 attributes). A relatively small increase in J.l (i.e. in the number of ACNs) quickly saturates the AUC-ROC score.
These results provide evidence that a conv-net trained to 
ACN Localization: After showing that a sparse number of
ACNs exist in the conv-net, we aim to localize the layers in (2) across the different filters of each convolutional layer and each attribute. We use It = 400 here. Only the top-10 portions (in terms of £1 norm) of each layer are shown. Interestingly, ACNs in lower convolutional layers tend to be spatially structure-less, while they become more centralized and spatially contiguous in higher layers. ers. This indicates that these attributes tend to be consis tently spatially localized in images with 'black' and 'green' labels.
Can ACN activations predict attributes?
Previously, we showed that a sparse number of ACNs do preside in the conv-net in an unevenly distributed fashion. Now, we focus on studying the generalization performance of these ACNs in predicting visual attributes in unseen im ages. This task of attribute detection/recognition has been addressed in previous work [2, 5, 18] , which use conv-net activations in the top-3 layers only. In this experiment, we
show that activations at ACNs are not only reliably discrim inative of attributes but that their discriminative power im proves when all conv-net layers are considered.
To do this, we follow the same evaluation protocol suggested by Russakovsky et al. [16] on the ImageNet Attribute dataset. We perform 5-fold cross-validation, where for each split of the data 3 folds are for training, 1 for validation (tuning fLj for each attribute), and 1 for test ing. We run 15 independent splits in this manner and report ;;: OJ'"
'" IE '" � @ Figure 7 . Shows attribute prediction performance measured in terms of the mean area under ROC curve. Attributes are grouped into 'color', 'pattern', 'texture', and 'shape' as suggested in [16] . The average performance of each group for the 20 attributes used by [16] is reported in parentheses. the mean area under the ROC curve for all splits. Figure 7 summarizes our results. Clearly, the proposed sparse repre sentation of ACN activations generalizes well for attribute recognition. In Table 1 , we compare our performance with the work in [16] , which uses a non-linear SVM with mul ablates an equal number of randomly sampled nodes. Both variants show a steep drop-off as J-l increases; however, the difference in accuracy be tween the two is significant. This suggests that ACNs encode im portant information used by the conv-net for recognition.
How relevant are ACNs to object recognition?
Farhadi et at. [3] show that object recognition using se mantic attributes as features is less effective than using hand-crafted features [3] . To evaluate the generality of this result, we study the impact of ACN activations on the task of object recognition in this experiment. To do this, we measure the recognition performance of the pre-trained conv-net before and after ACNs are ablated (i.e. their out puts are manually set to 0). We call this operation 'conv net surgery', which is similar in spirit but different in pur pose to the brain damage strategy proposed by LeCun et at.
[12], which investigates an efficient way to prune a conv-net without significant performance degradation. In this paper, conv-net surgery is used to probe the relevance of ACN acti vations in recognizing objects in images. Conceivably, one can perform the reverse operation (i.e. ablate all nodes ex cept for ACNs). However, in this case, the sparsity of ACNs will deactivate the majority of the conv-net and dramatically degrade performance without much meaningful insight.
Quantitative Results: In Figure 8 , can lead to a dramatic drop-off in the top-5 accuracy. This drop-off is less severe for the randomized baseline scheme, whose accuracy is averaged over 10 independent runs (stan dard deviation is also shown), for every value of J.L. In some cases, the difference between the two schemes reaches more than 20%. The statistical significance of these differences has been verified numerically using a p-test. For sparsity levels beyond J.L=100 (i.e. about 20% of the total number of nodes and more than 80% of the nodes in Jc6 and Jc7), too many nodes are ablated and discrimination is no longer possible. In summary, these results suggest that ACNs do play an important role (not necessarily by themselves) in recognizing objects and that the conv-net does mine rela tions between attributes and objects for recognition.
Qualitative Results: Apart from the effect of ACN ablation on object recognition performance, we investigate the exis tence of semantic relationships between ablated ACNs of specific attributes and the most (and least) affected object classes. In this case, we perform conv-net surgery using subsets of the 25 attributes and rank the object classes ac cording to their accuracy degradation. Figure 9 shows three such attribute groups and the top-5 most and least affected classes. Interestingly, the most affected classes tend to pos sess the ablated attributes, while the least affected do not.
Conclusion and Future Work
This work shows that there is an intricate relationship be tween semantic visual attributes and a conv-net trained for object recognition. We empirically show the existence of at tribute centric nodes (ACNs) in this conv-net. These nodes encode information that precisely reconstructs attributes in a sparse and unevenly distributed manner among the conv net layers. We show that ACNs are generalizable and pre dict attributes better than hand-crafted visual features. We also demonstrate that ACNs are quite important within the conv-net for object recognition. The existence and versatil ity of ACNs is a stepping stone for developing new algo rithms that exploit mid-level concepts in conv-nets.
For future work, we aim to extend our analysis to scene recognition. Using large datasets of attributes and scenes [14, 24] , we can extend the applicability of our work, as Figure 9 . Shows object classes that are the most (red box) and least (green box) affected by ablating ACNs corresponding to three ex ample attribute groups. The mean average precision degradation of each of these classes is reported below its representative image. The most affected classes tend to contain the ablated attributes, while the least affected ones do not. In some cases, the accu racy degradation is tremendous, reaching more than 60%. This is another example of the intricate relationship between ACNs on conv-net and semantic attributes.
